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Knot is a tool to explore explicit and not explicit social 
relationship for humanities scholars.

Knot aims also better understanding the role of 
communication design and data visualization in the 
digital humanities research processes.
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Electronic Enlightenment

60647 Documens

7476 Historical Figures





A Dictionary of British and Irish
Travellers in Italy

6000 Grand Tourists







Fineo - Kircher's correspondance  (G.Caviglia)



Inquiry 
(G.Caviglia)



Ink 
(G.Caviglia)



From the visualization of the correspondence network 
of some key historical figures of the project...



...to deeper focus on the exploration of multidimensional connections 
between individuals deriving from the different case studies.



a b
...wrote a letter to...

...is relative to...
...met...

Explicit relationships



Not explicit or possible relationships

a b
...is born in the same city of...
...lived in the same period of...

...is part of the same social group of...
...



The “Early Modern Time and Networks” workshop
A humanities + design collaboration



Bringing together designers, scholars, graduate students and developers 
in a discussion about the design and the use of digital humanities 
visualization tools.



Testing and reviewing existing network visualization tools, using 
different case studies from humanities scholars and students.



Overview first, zoom and filter, details on demand.

(Shneiderman 1996)



Advantages

Identifying communities,
clusters and global properties



Advantages

Identifying communities,
clusters and global properties

Disadvantages

Low level of interaction focused 
on the reduction of the 
information

Limits in the exploration of 
multidimensional data

Poor insights with large (and 
incomplete) graphs

Layout algorithms can be 
misleading



There is also a very large class of users that frequently deal 
with large network data but are not interested in global 
patterns in this data. Instead they are trying to learn 
something more about a particular datapoint in the 
dataset and how this point relates to the rest of the data.

(Van Ham e Perer 2009)



Search, show context, expand on demand.

(Van Ham e Perer 2009)



Advantages

Great for the exploration of the single entities and local context

Good for communicating insights



Discussing and defining needs and requirements for the design of a 
network visualization tool for the MRofL project.
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Design principles

1. The interface as an environment for interpretative activities

2. Allowing the construction of the network

3. Exploiting the multidimensional nature of the data

4. Data manipulation and enrichment



1. Creation of the network








2. Exploration of the data








3. Visualization of the graph








4. Understanding the data and the sources








5. Data manipulation and enrichment








Next steps

1. Implementetion of the new design

2. Test the tool with the scholars

3. Focus on the visual representation of the uncertainty of the data 





design without designers



Process is the new god; not product.[...] The 
theory after theory is anchoredin MAKING, 
making in the poetic sense of poiesis, but 
also in the sense of design carried out in 
action.

(Schnapp & Presner, 2009)



humanities + design



design + humanities



Thanks,
Questions?

Giorgio Uboldi  |  @giorgiouboldi Density Design Research Lab.  |  @densitydesign


